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1

Spatial stereoresolution (the finest detectable modulation of binocular disparity) is much poorer than luminance resolution (finest
detectable luminance variation). In a series of psychophysical experiments, we examined four factors that could cause low stereoresolution: (1) the sampling properties of the stimulus, (2) the disparity gradient limit, (3) low-pass spatial filtering by mechanisms early in
the visual process, and (4) the method by which binocular matches are computed. Our experimental results reveal the contributions of the
first three factors. A theoretical analysis of binocular matching by interocular correlation reveals the contribution of the fourth: the
highest attainable stereoresolution may be limited by (1) the smallest useful correlation window in the visual system, and (2) a matching
process that estimates the disparity of image patches and assumes that disparity is constant across the patch. Both properties are
observed in disparity-selective neurons in area V1 of the primate (Nienborg et al., 2004).
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Introduction
Stereopsis is the process of estimating depth in the visual scene from
binocular disparity. The precision of this process is an important
determinant of the accuracy of perceived depth in everyday vision.
Stereoscopic precision has been measured in many ways (Howard
and Rogers, 2002). In this and the accompanying paper (Nienborg et
al., 2004), we focus on spatial stereoresolution, which is a measure of
the spatial bandwidth for perceived depth variations across the visual
field. Spatial stereoresolution is measured by presenting spatially periodic variations in disparity and finding the highest spatial frequency that can be detected reliably (Tyler, 1974; Bradshaw and
Rogers, 1999) (Fig. 1). Although very small differences in the two
retinal images can be measured (Westheimer, 1979), spatial stereoresolution is much lower than the corresponding resolution for luminance variations (Campbell and Robson, 1968; Tyler, 1977). Visual performance is invariably limited by numerous factors, from the
stimulus information itself up to the neural computations required
for the task. To better understand the causes of low spatial stereoresolution relative to luminance resolution, we examined the contributions of the four most likely factors.
Stimulus constraints
Spatial stereoresolution has been measured using random-dot
stereograms (Tyler, 1974). The discrete dot sampling limits the
highest frequency one can reconstruct to the Nyquist frequency:
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where N is the number of dots, and I is the stimulus area. To
examine the influence of discrete sampling, we varied dot density
and compared the measured resolution with the Nyquist
frequency.
Optical blur and front-end sampling
Optical quality and density of retinal sampling are important
limits in most resolution tasks (Campbell and Gubisch, 1966;
Geisler, 1989; Banks et al., 1991). As Equation 1 shows, high dot
densities are required to represent high-frequency waveforms, so
focused optics and dense retinal sampling might be particularly
important in achieving fine stereoresolution. To examine the influences of optics and retinal sampling, we manipulated the blur
of the stimulus and we also measured stereoresolution at various
retinal eccentricities.
Disparity gradient limit
The disparity gradient is the ratio of disparity and angular separation. As one increases the spatial frequency of a disparity waveform, the peak gradient increases. Burt and Julesz (1980) and
others have shown that stereopsis fails as the gradient approaches
1.0, so this too may impose a constraint on stereoresolution. To
examine the influence of the disparity gradient limit, we varied
the amplitude and spatial frequency of disparity modulation
separately.
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The correspondence problem
To measure disparity, the visual system must determine which
parts of the two retinal images correspond (or match). We modeled the matching process by cross-correlating two retinal images. We examined the disparity estimation of the model as a
function of the correlation window size. The smallest windows
did not contain enough image information to distinguish correct
from false matches. For large windows, the ability to signal fine
spatial variations in disparity was compromised. Presumably, the
visual system uses many windows differing in size, but there may
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Figure 1. Example and schematic of the experimental stimulus. The top row is a stereogram
like the ones used in the experiments reported here. If you cross-fuse, you will see a sinusoidal
depth corrugation that is rotated 20° counterclockwise from horizontal. The bottom panel is a
schematic of the disparity waveform stimulus.

be a smallest effective window whose spatial extent determines
stereoresolution under optimal conditions.

Materials and Methods
Apparatus. The stimuli were presented on two 23 inch Image Systems
monitors with P104 phosphor. Monitor resolution was 1920 ⫻ 1200, and
refresh rate was 70 Hz. Viewing distance was 39 or 154 cm. Head position
was stabilized with a bite bar at the short viewing distance and with a
chin-and-head rest at the long distance. Observers viewed the stimuli
with natural pupils. At the near viewing distance, the stimuli were viewed
using a modified Wheatstone stereoscope. At the far viewing distance, the
binocular stimuli were free-fused (using crossed fusion). The room was
dark except for the stimuli.
Stimuli. Stimulus size was 35.5 ⫻ 35.5° and 9.3 ⫻ 9.3° at the short and
long viewing distances, respectively. We used anti-aliasing (OpenGL)
and spatial calibration (Backus et al., 1999) to make the apparent positions of the dots accurate to better than 30 arc sec at 39 cm and 8 arc sec
at 154 cm. To create the random-dot stereograms, we first generated a
hexagonal base lattice with an inter-dot distance of s. Then each dot was
displaced in a random direction  (distributed uniformly from 0 to 2)
for a random distance d (distributed uniformly from 0 to s/2). We copied
the randomized lattice into the images for the left and right eyes and then
horizontally displaced the dots in each image in opposite directions by
one-half of the horizontal disparity. The horizontal disparity was as
follows:

D 共 x, y 兲 ⫽ 共 A/ 2 兲 cos关2f 共 y cos ␣ ⫺ x sin ␣兲 ⫹ 兴

(2)

where x and y were the dot coordinates, and A, f, ␣, and  were the
peak-to-trough amplitude, spatial frequency, orientation, and phase of
the disparity corrugations. (Note: all of the amplitudes in this paper refer
to peak-to-trough amplitude.) Disparity amplitude was 16 min arc in
some experiments and 4.8 min arc in others. Orientation was ⫾20° from
horizontal, and the observers’ task was to identify the orientation presented on each trial. We chose orientations close to horizontal, because
disparity sensitivity tends to be higher for horizontal than for vertical
corrugations (Rogers and Graham, 1983; Bradshaw and Rogers, 1999)
and because monocular artifacts (signal-dependent changes in dot density in the monocular images) are minimized with horizontal corrugations (Howard and Rogers, 2002). Corrugation phase was randomized
across trials.
In previous work, detection of nonzero disparity of one or two dots

was sufficient to perform the experimental task (Tyler, 1974; Rogers and
Graham, 1983; Bradshaw and Rogers, 1999). Thus, these reports may
have overestimated the spatial precision with which observers can discern a corrugation waveform. By using an identification task and by
randomizing phase, our technique required that observers detect not
only nonzero disparities, but also the shape of the surface specified by
those nonzero disparities.
We varied dot density from 0.15 to 145 dots/deg 2. At very high dot
densities, signal-dependent changes in density in the monocular images
can become detectable. We reduced the visibility of this artifact by adding
a random component (25%) to dot size. To ensure that observers’ judgments were never based on monocular artifacts, we conducted a control
experiment in which observers performed the same task monocularly.
[See supplementary on-line material, Monocular Control Experiment,
for a description of the experiment and results (available at www.jneurosci.org).] From the results of the control experiment, we learned the
range of densities for which monocular artifacts were invisible. We kept
the densities within that range in the main binocular experiments.
The average luminous intensity of a dot was 1.72 ⫻ 10 ⫺6 cd, and the
background luminance was 0.1 cd/m 2. The intensity profiles of the dots
were two-dimensional Gaussians. For the dot of average size, the horizontal SD was 0.53 min arc and the vertical SD was 0.67 min arc at a
distance of 154 cm. Because the dot and background luminances were
fixed, space–average luminance varied with dot density. To see whether
variation in average luminance could have affected the results, we conducted a control experiment in which average luminance varied for each
dot density. (See supplementary on-line material, Contrast Polarity Experiment, for a description of the experiment and results.) We found that
stereoresolution at each density was unaffected by moderate changes in
average luminance, so such changes could not have affected the results in
the main experiments.
Procedure. A central fixation dot was always present to help maintain
stable fixation. Observers initiated stimulus presentations with a key
press, and a stimulus was presented for 600 msec at the short viewing
distance and 1500 msec at the long distance (because maintaining fixation was more difficult in that case). After each presentation, observers
indicated with a key press which of the two orientations had been presented. No feedback was provided.
Spatial frequency of the disparity corrugation was varied by an adaptive one-down/two-up staircase procedure (Levitt, 1971) that converges
to a proportion correct of 0.71. Staircase step size was halved after each of
the first two staircase reversals. Staircases were terminated after 12 reversals. Threshold was the mean of the spatial frequencies at the last 10
reversals. Several staircases, one for each dot density, were interleaved.
Observers completed two to four staircases at each density.
Observers. The observers were two of the authors and four other adults
who were not aware of the purpose of the experiments. All of the observers practiced the task before their stereoresolution was measured. Observers requiring optical correction wore contact lenses at the short viewing distance. At the long viewing distance, they used spherical and
cylindrical ophthalmic lenses mounted in a trial frame.

Results

Effect of sampling density
In Figure 2, we plot the measured spatial stereoresolution as a
function of dot density. The filled diamonds represent stereoresolution thresholds measured at the short viewing distance
with a disparity modulation of 16 min arc. The diagonal line is the
Nyquist frequency (Eq. 1). Data from another two observers are
presented in the supplementary on-line material (Fig. S1).
For a nearly 2-log-unit range of dot density [0.15–10
dots/deg 2 (i.e., all but the highest dot densities)], the data have a
slope of 0.5 in log–log coordinates. This means that performance
is scale invariant for nearly the entire range of densities. An implication of scale invariance is that a stimulus that is just discriminable at one corrugation frequency and dot density will also be
just discriminable when viewed across a wide range of distances.
(Note that this is not strictly correct. A change of viewing distance
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How many samples were required to identify the disparity
waveform reliably for the part of the data that follow the Nyquist
limit? Consider a cross-section orthogonal to the disparity waveform (i.e., in the direction of greatest disparity variation). In this
direction, the Nyquist rate calls for two samples per stimulus
cycle. Thus, for a square patch, whose width and height are equal
to one stimulus cycle, observers required four dots on average to
perform the task reliably.

Figure 2. Spatial stereoresolution as a function of dot density. The highest discriminable
corrugation frequency is plotted as a function of the dot density of the stereogram. Each panel
shows results from one observer (JMA in the top panel and MSB in the bottom panel). Results
from two more observers are shown in Figure S1 in the supplementary on-line material. The
filled diamonds represent the measured resolution when the disparity amplitude was 16 min
arc, and the open squares represent the resolution when the amplitude was 4.8 min arc. The
solid lines represent the Nyquist sampling limit fN of the dot pattern (Eq. 1). Viewing distance
was 39 cm. The error bars are ⫾1 SD.

changes the disparity amplitude in addition to the corrugation
frequency and dot density.)
The observers’ phenomenology suggests that they were reconstructing substantial portions of the disparity waveform. That is,
they were unable to judge its orientation unless they perceived a
portion of the corrugated surface. If an observer attempts to reconstruct the depth surface z ⫽ f(x,y) from the perfectly measured sample disparities, then Equation 1 applies, assuming the
surfaces are drawn from the set of low-pass depth functions with
cutoff frequency fN. The data in the scale-invariant range in Figure 2 are close to the Nyquist frequency, which is consistent with
this idea. (For additional discussion of the number of samples
required to perform the psychophysical task, see supplementary
on-line material, Number of Required Samples for Ideal
Discriminator.)

Independence of sample placement
The preceding discussion did not mention the locations of the
sample points. In principle, it hardly matters where the sample
points are located, as long as they are reasonably well positioned.
One way to understand this is to count degrees of freedom: each
sample point provides a single measurement of disparity; as long
as there are as many such measurements as there are independent
values in the low-pass Fourier transform of the depth function,
the function can be reconstructed successfully. One effect of sample location is that the stability of reconstruction worsens with
increasing deviation from a regular sampling grid (Maloney,
1996). The size and shape of the dots themselves have no effect on
the ability to reconstruct the waveform as long as the centers
represent the disparity at that point and the reconstruction algorithm uses the center positions.
Although dot positioning and dot size may not matter for
surface reconstruction (assuming perfect dot correspondences),
it may well have an effect on the observer’s ability to determine
correspondences, because those parameters alter the luminance
spatial-frequency content of the images (see Does low-pass spatial filtering limit spatial stereoresolution?). Three types of
random-element stereograms have been used in the literature.
First, there is the random-dot stereogram introduced by Julesz
(1960) and then used by Rogers and colleagues (Rogers and Graham, 1982, 1983; Bradshaw and Rogers, 1999) to investigate the
spatial resolution of stereopsis. This stimulus is a grid of randomly colored squares, one-half black and one-half white. For
Julesz, disparities are limited to integer multiples of the discrete
grid; for Rogers, disparities finer than the grid were presented.
Second, there is the sparse random-dot stereogram in which dots
are placed in random positions, and anti-aliasing techniques allow the presented disparity increments to be far smaller than the
dot size (Tyler, 1974; Lankheet and Lennie, 1996; Nienborg et al.,
2004). Third, in our study, we used sparse dots, but the positions
were based on a jittered hexagonal lattice to avoid the formation
of clumps of dots (clumps are regions in which the dot density is
much higher than in other regions).
Does the type of stereogram affect stereoresolution? The top
row of Figure 3 displays examples of the monocular images created by two types of stereograms. The top left panel is one of the
monocular images created by our jittered-lattice technique. Its
luminance amplitude spectrum is displayed in the inset. The
spectrum contains components with orientations at every 60°
with a corrugation frequency of 1/s, where s is the spacing between the elements of the original unperturbed lattice. The top
right panel displays a monocular image from a sparse randomdot stereogram (Nienborg et al., 2004). It has no periodicity, so
the spectrum is flat up to a cutoff determined by the dot size. (The
cutoff is farther from the origin than the boundaries of the inset,
because the stimulus dots are small.)
For a given dot density, the jittered-lattice and sparse randomdot stereograms should in principle support the same spatial resolution for stereopsis, despite the clear differences in their luminance spectra. We tested this by measuring stereoresolution in
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Figure 3. Jittered-lattice and sparse random-dot stereograms. Top row, Half images associated with the two types of stereograms. Bottom row, Spatial stereoresolution as a function of
dot density for the two types of stereograms. Top left, The larger image is a monocular image
from a jittered-lattice stereogram such as the ones used in the current study. See Materials and
Methods for details. The inset is the amplitude spectrum of this monocular image. Top right, The
larger image is a monocular image from a sparse random-dot stereogram such as the ones used
by Nienborg et al. (2004). The inset is the amplitude spectrum of this monocular image. The two
bottom panels plot the highest discriminable corrugation frequency as a function of dot density.
Each panel shows results from one observer (MSB and SSG). The open squares represent resolution for a jittered-lattice stereogram (Fig. 1 and top left panel), and filled circles represent
resolution for a sparse random-dot stereogram (top right panel). Disparity amplitude was
4.8 min arc, viewing distance was 39 cm, and stimulus duration was 600 msec. The solid lines
represent the Nyquist sampling limit fN of the dot pattern (Eq. 1). The error bars are ⫾1 SD.

two observers with the jittered-lattice (see Materials and Methods) and sparse random-dot stimuli. The sparse random-dot stereograms were generated from a uniform random distribution of
two-dimensional dot positions before applying the disparity as
specified in Equation 2. For both types of stereogram, disparity
amplitude was 4.8 min arc, viewing distance was 39 cm, and
stimulus duration was 600 msec.
The results are shown in the bottom row of Figure 3, which
plots spatial stereoresolution as a function of dot density for the
two types of stereogram. The data are clearly very similar for the
two types of stimuli, which means that the technique for distributing the dots does not affect resolution. In both cases, the data
are quite close to the Nyquist frequency at all but the highest dot
densities. The similarity of the results allows us to compare our
psychophysical data with the physiological findings of Nienborg
et al. (2004).
Effect of disparity gradient
In the first experiment, stereoresolution leveled off at 1–2 cycles/°
for dot densities ⬎10 dots/deg 2 (Fig. 2, filled diamonds). What
caused this asymptote? That is, why did the measured resolution
not continue to rise as predicted by the Nyquist limit at the higher
dot densities?
The disparity gradient of the stimulus may well limit perfor-
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mance. A pair of horizontally separated points forms angles ␣L
and ␣R at the left and right eyes, respectively. The disparity is the
difference in the angles: ␦ ⫽ ␣R ⫺ ␣L. The angular separation is
the average of the angles: x ⫽ (␣L ⫹ ␣R)/2. The disparity gradient
is the ratio: ␦/x ⫽ 2(␣R ⫺ ␣L)/(␣L ⫹ ␣R). The disparity gradient is
zero for points with zero disparity (points on the horopter) and
infinite for points aligned in depth (points with zero angular
separation). When the disparity gradient is ⬃1 or higher, binocular fusion breaks down. The gradient at which this occurs has
been called the disparity gradient limit (Burt and Julesz, 1980). It
is important to note that the disparity gradient created by a planar
surface is affected by surface slant (larger gradients for larger
slants) and by viewing distance (smaller gradients for a given
slant with increasing distance).
As corrugation frequency increases, the stimulus can exceed
the disparity gradient limit, and this could cause a failure in disparity measurement (Ziegler et al., 2000). The disparity gradient
varies across a sinusoidal disparity waveform, but is proportional
to corrugation frequency. For example, the gradient between the
peaks and troughs is 2 Af, where A is peak-to-trough amplitude
and f is corrugation frequency.
If approaching or exceeding the disparity gradient limit
caused the asymptote in the data in Figure 2 (filled diamonds),
then reducing the disparity amplitude should yield higher resolution at high dot densities. To test this, we next measured spatial
stereoresolution with the disparity amplitude reduced from 16 to
4.8 min arc (Fig. 2, open squares). Resolution improved at high
dot densities. Thus, the disparity gradient limit constrained resolution in the first experiment.
Resolution limit independent of constraints attributable to
sampling and disparity gradient
If stereoresolution were constrained only by the Nyquist limit
and the disparity gradient limit, there would be no limit to the
highest measurable resolution at sufficiently high dot densities
and sufficiently low disparity amplitudes. However, previous investigators have argued that spatial stereoresolution reaches a
limiting value that is independent of dot density and disparity
amplitude (Tyler, 1974; Bradshaw and Rogers, 1999). One could
determine whether such a limit exists by testing at higher dot
densities, but monocular artifacts intrude at high densities as
luminance variations correlated with stimulus orientation become visible. Thus, to make measurements at higher dot densities, we had to reduce the retinal-image size of the dots. We did so
by increasing viewing distance from 39 to 154 cm. Disparity amplitude was again 4.8 min arc. We also minimized blur in the
retinal images by placing appropriate spherical and cylindrical
ophthalmic lenses before the observers’ eyes. We confirmed that
monocular artifacts did not contribute to performance by conducting a monocular control experiment (see supplementary online material). By determining the combinations of corrugation
frequency and dot density that created artifacts, we avoided using
those stimuli in the binocular experiment. Stimulus duration was
increased to 1500 msec, because observers had to cross-fuse in the
experimental setup for the longer viewing distance, and they
found this difficult at short durations.
The filled circles in Figure 4 represent the measured resolution
at the long viewing distance (the open squares are the lowamplitude data from the short viewing distance, reported previously in Fig. 2). At low dot densities, resolution is again close to
the Nyquist limit. At high densities, however, resolution reaches
2– 4 cycles/° before leveling off. The asymptote (departure from
the diagonal line) cannot be explained by the sampling properties
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we confirmed this by making a few measurements at a lower
disparity amplitude of 2.4 min arc. We found no improvement in
resolution.
In conclusion, there is apparently a limit to the highest measurable spatial stereoresolution beyond those specified by the
Nyquist limit and the disparity gradient limit. Our main goal in
the remainder of the paper is to reveal the determinants of the
highest measurable spatial stereoresolution.

Figure 4. Spatial stereoresolution as a function of dot density at two viewing distances (two
observers, JMA and MSB). The open squares represent the measured resolution at a viewing
distance of 39 cm, and the filled circles represent the resolution at a distance of 154 cm. The solid
lines again represent the Nyquist sampling limit (Eq. 1). Disparity amplitude was 4.8 min arc.
Results from two more observers are shown in Figure S2 in the supplementary on-line material. The
error bars are ⫾1 SD.

of the stimulus. Data from two additional observers are shown in
Figure S2 of the supplementary on-line material.
Perhaps the disparity gradient limit caused the asymptote in
the data in Figure 4. We tested this idea in two ways. First, we
asked what the asymptote would have been in the second experiment (Fig. 4) if the disparity gradient were the only limit to
asymptotic performance. If it were the only limit, asymptotic
resolution would be proportional to disparity amplitude. Because the ratio of amplitudes was 3.3 [16 min arc in Fig. 2 (filled
diamonds) and 4.8 min arc in Fig. 4 (filled circles)], the ratio of
asymptotic acuities should also be 3.3. Thus, if disparity gradient
were the only limit to stereoresolution at high dot densities, the
highest resolution in the second experiment (Fig. 4) would have
been ⬃6 cycles/°. The asymptotic resolution is clearly lower than
this, which implies that lowering the disparity amplitude further
would not have yielded an improvement in resolution. Second,

Does low-pass spatial filtering limit spatial stereoresolution?
Low-pass spatial filtering (attenuation of high spatial frequencies
relative to low and intermediate frequencies) at the front end of
the visual system limits performance in many tasks including
luminance contrast sensitivity (Banks et al., 1987, 1991; MacLeod
et al., 1992; Chen et al., 1993), visual acuity (Levi and Klein,
1985), and motion sensitivity (McKee and Nakayama, 1984). The
physiological mechanisms that contribute to the low-pass filtering include the optics of the eye, receptor optics, and pooling of
receptors in the construction of higher-order receptive fields. We
examined the contribution of low-pass spatial filtering to spatial
stereoresolution in two ways: (1) we blurred the stimuli to examine how low-pass filtering of the stimulus affects the measured
resolution, and (2) we made measurements at various retinal
eccentricities to examine how low-pass filtering in the visual system affects resolution.
To vary stimulus blur, we placed diffusing screens in front of
the monitors. The stimuli were otherwise identical with those in
the second experiment (Fig. 4). There were three levels of blur:
none, low, and high. We determined the point spread functions
of the diffusing screen at the two distances from measurements of
an observer’s luminance contrast sensitivity. Three contrast sensitivity functions were measured: with no screen, with the screen
at the near distance, and with the screen at the far distance. The
ratio of contrast sensitivities (screen-in-place divided by noscreen) gives the modulation transfer function associated with
the diffusion screen at the eye. Inverse Fourier transformation
then yields the point spread function. Those point spread functions for the low- and high-blur levels at the viewing distance of
154 cm were well described by two-dimensional Gaussians with
SDs of 0.05 and 0.10°.
The results of the blur experiment are shown in Figure 5.
Stereoresolution followed the Nyquist limit at low dot densities
and leveled off at higher densities. The spatial frequencies at
which resolution leveled off depended on the amount of blur:
4 –5 cycles/° with no blur, 1–2 cycles/° with low blur, and 0.7–1
cycle/° with high blur. Thus, stereoresolution is limited by the
sampling properties of the stimulus at low dot densities and by its
luminance spatial-frequency content at high densities.
We also varied the retinal eccentricity of the stimulus to determine how variations in low-pass filtering within the visual
system affect stereoresolution. The stimuli were the same as those
of the first experiment (Fig. 2) except that the disparity modulation was restricted to an elliptical patch. To avoid edge artifacts,
the modulated region had Gaussian skirts (SDs of 6.25° horizontally and 5° vertically) surrounding an elliptical region (6.25 ⫻
5°) of uniform disparity modulation. The patches were presented
at three positions relative to the fixation point: at fixation and at
two positions below fixation. The values of the two nonfoveal
eccentricities differed for the two observers: the largest eccentricity was set to produce just-visible disparity modulation for each
observer, and the intermediate eccentricity was one-half the value
of the largest one. Observers maintained fixation throughout
testing. Viewing distance was 39 cm, stimulus duration was 250
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Figure 5. Spatial stereoresolution as a function of dot density with different amounts of
stimulus blur (two observers, JMA and MSB). The filled circles represent the measured resolution with no blur, the filled triangles represent the resolution at the low-blur level, and open
squares represent the resolution at the high-blur level at the viewing distance of 154 cm. The
solid lines again represent the Nyquist limit. Disparity amplitudewas 4.8 min arc. The error bars
are ⫾1 SD.

msec, and disparity amplitude was 16 min arc. By using the
shorter duration and by interleaving eccentricities randomly in a
given experimental session, we minimized the probability of eye
movements toward the stimulus patch. The larger disparity amplitude was required for observers to do the task in the periphery.
The resolution values were low, so the disparity gradient limit did
not constrain performance in the peripheral measurements.
The results for two observers are shown in Figure 6; results for
another observer are provided in Figure S3 of the supplementary
on-line material. At each retinal eccentricity, we again observed a
clear effect of dot density: with increasing density, the measured
resolution increased (following the Nyquist limit) up to a point
after which it leveled off. The resolution reached an asymptote at
quite different values: nearly 2 cycles/° at the fovea, ⬃1 cycle/° at
the intermediate eccentricity, and ⬃0.3 cycle/° at the largest eccentricity tested (Prince and Rogers, 1998). Could the decline in
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Figure 6. Spatial stereoresolution as a function of dot density at different retinal eccentricities (two observers, YHH and SSG). The stimuli were a full field of random dots with a small
region in which the disparity modulation was present. A cross-section of the disparity modulation is shown at the top. The filled diamonds represent the measured resolution at fixation
(eccentricity, 0°), the filled squares represent the resolution at the intermediate eccentricity,
and the open diamonds represent the resolution at the large eccentricity. The solid lines again
represent the Nyquist limit. Disparity amplitude was 16 min arc, viewing distance was 39 cm,
and stimulus duration was 250 msec. Results from one more observer are shown in Figure S3 in
the supplementary on-line material. The error bars are ⫾1 SD.

resolution with retinal eccentricity be caused by an overall deficit
in binocular processing in peripheral vision? The data at low dot
densities suggest otherwise, because at those densities, the measured resolution was essentially the same at all of the eccentricities (and followed the Nyquist limit). In other words, resolution
decreased only at high dot densities at which, as we showed in the
blur experiment, performance is limited by the luminance
spatial-frequency content of the stimulus. Spatial filtering at the
front end of the visual system has a successively lower frequency
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5– 8) pointed out the mathematical equivalence between interocular correlation
and the disparity energy calculation that
underlies binocular interaction in V1 neurons (Ohzawa et al., 1990; Cumming and
Parker, 1997). The accompanying paper
(Nienborg et al., 2004) suggests that the
size of V1 receptive fields limits the ability
of single neurons to detect spatial variation
in disparity. We therefore examined
whether an algorithm based on correlation
might explain our results. With this techFigure 7. Schematic of the correlation algorithm for binocular matching. The left and middle panels are the images presented nique, the size of the correlation window
to the left and right eye. The corrugation waveform is oriented 20° counterclockwise from horizontal. A square correlation window must be large enough to include sufficient
was placed in the image of the left eye (thick square); its width and height were w. That window was moved on a line (oblique luminance variation. If the window is not
arrow) through the middle of the image and in a direction orthogonal to disparity corrugation. For each position of the left eye large enough, the disparity estimate will be
window, a square window was placed in the right eye image (thin square); its width and height were also w. We restricted the
poor because the signal (luminance
movement of the window of the right eye to a horizontal line (horizontal arrow) through the midpoint of the window of the left
eye. For each position of the window of the left eye, we computed the cross-correlation between the two windowed images (Eq. variation)-to-noise ratio is low. In con3). The right panel shows the output of the algorithm. The abscissa is the position of the window in the left eye image (along the trast, if the image region of interest conoblique arrow), and the ordinate is the relative position of the window in the right eye image (along the horizontal arrow) (i.e., tains significant depth variation, the winhorizontal disparity). For ease of viewing, the scale of the ordinate has been magnified relative to the scale of the abscissa. dow cannot be too large, because the
Correlation is represented by intensity, brighter values corresponding to higher correlations. In this particular case, the algorithm correlation algorithm will yield an estiproduced a sinusoidal ridge of high correlation corresponding to the sinusoidal disparity signal.
mate close to the average disparity and will
therefore fail to detect the disparity variation. Kanade and Okutomi (1994) develcutoff with increasing retinal eccentricity (Banks et al., 1991) and
oped a binocular-matching algorithm that searches for the optialmost certainly occurs before the first site of binocular interacmal window size and shape. Specifically, the iterative algorithm
tion (Chen et al., 1993). The cause of the eccentricity-dependent
finds the window size and shape for each location in the image
reduction in cutoff frequency in the luminance domain is a combithat yields the disparity estimate of least uncertainty. In image
nation of low-frequency filtering attributable to poorer optics and
regions with significant depth variation, small windows yield the
larger photoreceptors and of larger receptive fields (Banks et al.,
best disparity estimate and in image regions with little depth
1991). For similar reasons, the findings in Figures 5 and 6 suggest
variation, large windows yield the best estimate.
that the variation in spatial stereoresolution with retinal eccentricity
The insight that the best correlation window size depends on the
is not attributable to a binocular deficit in the periphery, but rather to
depth variation in the image is directly relevant to the issues under
low-pass spatial filtering attributable to the optics and the use of
examination here. To explore the relationship between spatial stelarger receptive fields before binocular interaction.
reoresolution and the size of the correlation window, we constructed
a correlation algorithm for estimating disparity. The inputs to the
Does the process of binocular matching determine
algorithm were bitmaps from the stimuli used in our experiment.
spatial stereoresolution?
The bitmaps were convolved with the point spread function of the
Random-dot stereograms have the virtue of minimizing or eliminatwell focused eye (Campbell and Gubisch, 1966) (3.8 mm pupil).
ing nonbinocular cues to depth, but have the drawback of making
Poisson noise (variance proportional to intensity) was then added to
binocular matching difficult. In regard to the matching problem, the
each point. The resulting images were input to the binoculardots in such stereograms generally do not differ in size, shape, or
matching algorithm, the main features of which are depicted in Figluminance, so information from the dots themselves does not reure 7. A square correlation window WL was placed in the left eye
strict the possible matches between the two retinal images. The probimage (the thick square); its width and height were w. That window
lem for the visual system is to distinguish the correct from incorrect
was moved on a line (oblique arrow) through the middle of the
matches. We next asked whether limitations resulting from the binimage and orthogonal to disparity corrugation. For each position of
ocular-matching process caused stereoresolution to level off at 2– 4
the left eye window, a square window WR was placed in the right
cycles/° (Figs. 2 and 4). We tested this possibility by examining comimage (the thin square); its width and height were also w. We capiputationally the properties of a binocular-matching algorithm based
talized on the epipolar constraint (Howard and Rogers, 2002) and
on cross-correlation of the two retinal images.
restricted the movement of the right eye window to a horizontal line
(horizontal arrow) through the midpoint of the left eye window. For
Description of the algorithm
each position of the left eye window, we computed the crossBinocular matching by computing correlation is a basic and well
correlation between the two windowed images:
studied technique for obtaining a depth map from binocular images. Several computational studies have examined matching by
correlation (Tyler and Julesz, 1978; Jenkin and Jepson, 1988; Corc 共 ␦ x兲
mack et al., 1991; Kanade and Okutomi, 1994; Weinshall and
Malik, 1995). Furthermore, the properties of binocular neurons
关共 L 共 x, y 兲 ⫺  L 兲共 R 共 x ⫺ ␦ x , y 兲 ⫺  R 兲兴
共 x,y 兲 僆W L
in the striate cortex suggest that the estimation of disparity begins
⫽
with signals closely related to binocular correlation measured
共 L 共 x, y 兲 ⫺  L 兲 2
共 R 共 x ⫺ ␦ x, y 兲 ⫺  R兲 2
after the image is filtered by monocular receptive fields (Ferster,
共 x,y 兲 僆W L
共 x,y 兲 僆W L
1981; Qian and Zhu, 1997; Anzai et al., 1999). Indeed, Fleet et al.
(3)
(1996) (their Eqs. 20 and 21) and Anzai et al. (1999) (their Eqs.
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Figure 8. Effect of window size and dot density on binocular matching by interocular correlation. Each panel displays the correlation as a function of position of the window in the left and
right eyes. The scale of the ordinate has been magnified relative to the scale of the abscissa. The
inset represents the spatial frequencies and dot densities for the stimuli that were used to
generate the outputs shown in the four panels. A and C show outputs for the same stimulus:
corrugation frequency, 0.32 cycle/°; dot density, 0.74 dots/deg 2. B and D show outputs for a
stimulus with a higher dot density of 6.6 dots/deg 2. A and B have a correlation window of
0.22 ⫻ 0.22°, and C and D have a window of 0.66 ⫻ 0.66°.

The image intensities were L(x,y) and R(x,y) for the left and right
eyes, and the mean intensity within each window was L and R.
The cross-correlation c was computed for all of the horizontal
shifts ␦x of the right eye image relative to the left eye image.
An example of the output is displayed in the right panel of Figure
7. The x-axis represents the position of the window in the left image
(orthogonal to the corrugations), and the y-axis represents the horizontal position of the window in the right eye image relative to the
left eye image (i.e., the horizontal disparity, ␦x). Correlation is represented by the gray-scale value, higher correlations by higher intensities. There is a ridge of high correlation corresponding to the sinusoidal disparity waveform, so in this case the algorithm detected the
signal. It would be useful to have a quantitative decision rule, such as
an ideal discriminator, that used the output of the correlation algorithm to make a psychophysical decision. However, the development of such an ideal discriminator is beyond the scope of this paper,
so we will study the correlation algorithm by examining its output
for a variety of situations.
Effect of window size
There are two general cases in which the output of the algorithm
does not provide a clear signal: when the correlation window is
too small and when it is too large. Figures 8 and 9 exemplify those
two situations.
Figure 8 shows how the best window size for disparity estimation depends on the density of samples in the stimulus. The outputs of the algorithm are shown for combinations of two dot
densities— 0.74 and 6.6 dots/deg 2 (left and right columns, respectively)—and two window sizes— 0.22 ⫻ 0.22° and 0.66 ⫻
0.66° (top and bottom rows). In Figure 8 D, the stimulus has
relatively high dot density and the correlation window is large;
the output reveals a correlation surface that signals the disparity
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Figure 9. Effect of window size and corrugation frequency on binocular matching by interocular correlation. The scale of the ordinate has been magnified relative to the scale of the
abscissa. The inset represents the spatial frequencies and dot densities for the stimuli that were
used to generate the outputs shown in the four panels. A and B show outputs for the same
stimulus: corrugation frequency, 1.3 cycles/°; dot density ⫽ 18.5 dots/deg 2. C and D show
outputs for a stimulus with a lower corrugation frequency of 0.32 cycle/°. A and C have a
correlation window of 0.66 ⫻ 0.66°, and B and D have a window of 0.22 ⫻ 0.22°.

waveform clearly. Figure 8 B shows the output for the same stimulus, but with a much smaller correlation window. Disparity estimation is worse, because fewer samples are available within the
correlation window. Figure 8, A and C, shows the output of the
algorithm for the small and large correlation windows, respectively, when dot density is relatively low. In both cases, disparity
estimation is poor, because there is an insufficient number of
samples within the correlation window. Thus, Figure 8 illustrates
that failures in disparity estimation occur whenever there are too
few samples in the correlation window. We found that disparity
estimation suffers whenever the correlation window contains on
average slightly less than 1 dot. The critical number of samples
per correlation window also depends on the luminance spatialfrequency content of the monocular images (see Effect of lowpass spatial filtering).
Figure 9 shows how the best window size for disparity estimation depends on the spatial frequency of the disparity waveform.
The outputs of the algorithm are shown for combinations of two
frequencies—1.3 and 0.32 cycles/° (top and bottom rows, respectively)—and two window sizes— 0.66 ⫻ 0.66° and 0.22 ⫻ 0.22°
(left and right columns). The output in Figure 9C shows that
disparity estimation is excellent for the lower corrugation frequency and larger window. In Figure 9D, the area of the correlation window has been reduced, and again disparity estimation is
excellent. Now we increase the corrugation frequency of the disparity waveform. In Figure 9A, disparity estimation is poor, because the window is large relative to the period of the corrugation:
the estimate is like a thickened frontoparallel plane rather than
the sinusoidal waveform. The estimate is much better in Figure
9B, because the window is small relative to the period of the
corrugations. Thus, shrinking the correlation window can significantly improve disparity estimation when dot density and corrugation frequency are high. We found that disparity estimation
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quency, there is an optimal size for the correlation window. If we
measured the stereoresolution of the algorithm as a function of
density, and the optimal window was always used, the resolution
would trace out a line of slope 0.5 (the corners of the shaded areas
shows those resolution values for three window sizes). The positions of the corners can be found approximately by substituting
for w in Equation 4 and taking the logarithm:

1
log a ⬇ log d ⫺ 0.3
2

(6)

The oblique line in Figure 10 represents Equation 6. As suggested
by the line, the highest resolution would be achieved with the
smallest available window, provided that the window contained a
sufficient signal (luminance variation)-to-noise ratio. Note that
the slope is unaffected by the choice of constants in Equations 4
and 5. The stereoresolution we measured experimentally also
traced out a line of slope 0.5 (Fig. 2) at all but the highest densities,
so binocular matching based on correlation with adaptive window sizes yields a scale-invariant dependence between dot density and spatial stereoresolution like the one we observed
psychophysically.
Figure 10. Critical spatial frequencies and dot densities for different window sizes. The
correlation algorithm exhibits an asymptotic resolution a, which is inversely proportional to
window width w. The top edges of the tall, intermediate, and short shaded areas represent that
asymptotic frequency for correlation window sizes of 0.22 ⫻ 0.22°, 0.66 ⫻ 0.66°, and 1.98 ⫻
1.98°, respectively. The correlation algorithm also exhibits a limiting dot density d that is inversely proportional to window area. The left edges of the tall, intermediate, and short shaded
areas represent that critical density for correlation windows of 0.22 ⫻ 0.22°, 0.66 ⫻ 0.66°, and
1.98 ⫻ 1.98°, respectively. The diagonal line is a plot of Equation 6, which has a slope of 0.5 in
this log–log plot. The shaded areas represent the combinations of corrugation frequency and
dot density for which each of the three correlation windows would estimate disparity
accurately.

suffers significantly whenever the width of the correlation window is ⬎50% of the spatial period of the disparity waveform.
We can summarize the behavior of the correlation algorithm
by plotting, in the format of the data figures, the corrugation
frequency at which disparity estimation begins to fail. For each
window size, there is a corrugation frequency above which performance levels off; as we said, this occurs whenever the period of
the disparity waveform becomes small relative to the size of the
correlation window. The asymptotic resolution value is, therefore, inversely proportional to window width:

a ⬇ 0.5 Ⲑ w

(4)

The top edges of the three shaded areas of Figure 10 represent
those critical frequencies for correlation windows of 0.22 ⫻ 0.22°,
0.66 ⫻ 0.66°, and 1.98 ⫻ 1.98°. For each window size, there is also
a dot density below which the algorithm fails; as we said, this
occurs whenever the number of dots falling within the correlation window on average is ⬃1 (meaning that many image regions
allow ⬎1 dot per window). Therefore, the limiting dot density is
inversely proportional to window area:

d ⬇ 1 Ⲑ w2

(5)

The left edges of the shaded areas represent those critical densities
for the three window sizes. The shaded areas represent the combinations of corrugation frequency and dot density that yield
good disparity estimation for each of the three correlation
windows.
For each combination of dot density and corrugation fre-

Effect of window shape
For straight depth edges in the scene, Kanade and Okutomi
(1994) found that rectangular windows elongated parallel to the
edge yielded the best disparity estimates. With sinusoidal disparity waveforms, the maximum disparity gradient has a constant
direction (orthogonal to the corrugations), so a window with
width w in the direction of the gradient but length much greater
than w in the orthogonal direction would contain more intensity
variation than a square window of width and height w. For this
reason, an elongated window would provide a better disparity
estimate without blurring the signal at high spatial frequencies (as
occurred in Fig. 9A) and would thereby enable higher resolution.
We did not include elongated windows in our modeling, because
disparity-selective V1 neurons, which we believe are the biological analog of the interocular cross-correlator, typically do not
have greatly elongated receptive fields.
Effect of disparity gradient
Recent models describe binocular matching in terms of spatial
filtering (Ohzawa et al., 1990; Fleet et al., 1996; Cumming and
Parker, 1997; Qian and Zhu, 1997; Anzai et al., 1999), so in that
framework, solving the matching problem is tantamount to finding similar filter outputs from the two eyes. For the outputs of
matched filters to be similar, their inputs must be similar, so
binocular matching in this scheme requires similar local intensity
patterns in the left and right retinal images. The local patterns in
the two eyes are quite different when the disparity gradient is
high, because a large gradient in part of the binocular stimulus
means that the one image is stretched or sheared horizontally
relative to the other. In the accompanying paper, Nienborg et al.
(2004) show that disparity-selective V1 neurons respond best
when the disparity gradient is near zero.
We examined the influence of the disparity gradient by examining the behavior of the correlation algorithm for different disparity amplitudes. Figure 11 shows the results. From left to right,
amplitudes were 4.8, 13.6, and 40.8 min arc. The corresponding
peak-to-trough disparity gradients were 0.21, 0.59, and 1.77. Notice
that disparity estimation became progressively poorer as the amplitude (and gradient) was increased. This suggests that the disparity
gradient limit (Burt and Julesz, 1980) is caused by the difficulty of
matching by correlation when the gradient is large. We also exam-
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ined the effect of the direction of the disparity gradient (i.e., vertical for horizontal corrugations, horizontal for vertical
corrugations) and found no obvious differences in the gradient magnitude at which estimation broke down. This is consistent with
the psychophysical observation that the disparity gradient limit is constant across directions (that is, constant across tilts) (Burt and
Julesz, 1980).
It is interesting to note that the correlation algorithm finds the highest correlations in the peaks and troughs of the disFigure 11. Effect of disparity gradient on binocular matching by interocular correlation. The corrugation frequency and dot
parity waveform where the disparity
density of the stimuli are the same for each panel ( f ⫽ 1.3 cycles/°; d ⫽ 18.5 dots/deg 2), and the size of the correlation window
gradient becomes zero. This is particularly is the same (w ⫽ 0.22°). The disparity amplitude increases nearly ninefold from the left panel to the right: amplitude, 4.8 min arc
evident in Figure 9B. The algorithm finds ( A), 13.6 min arc ( B), and 40.8 min arc ( C).
the highest correlations in the parts of the
stimulus that are frontoparallel [strictly
speaking, in the parts that are tangent to the Vieth–Müller circle
(see Spatial stereoresolution and binocular matching in area
V1)].
Effect of low-pass spatial filtering
We next examined the effect of spatial filtering before computing
the correlation between the two retinal images. Let L(x,y) and
R(x,y) represent image intensities in the left and right eyes. Let
s(x,y) represent all of the linear spatial filtering before interocular
correlation, including the point-spread function of the dots
themselves, blurring attributable to the diffusion screens (Fig. 5),
and the optical point-spread function of the eye. Thus, the
filtered images delivered to the correlation algorithm are:

o L 共 x, y 兲 ⫽ L 共 x, y 兲 丢 s 共 x, y 兲
o R 共 x, y 兲 ⫽ R 共 x, y 兲 丢 s 共 x, y 兲

(7)

where V represents convolution. (It is interesting to note that
because convolution is commutative, one can equivalently apply the
spatial filtering before the cross-correlation to the eyes’ images separately or apply the filtering twice after cross-correlation.)
As shown previously, when the correlation window is too
small, disparity estimation is poor, because the window does not
cover enough intensity variation (Fig. 8 A) (Kanade and Okutomi, 1994). Naturally, the amount of intensity variation in a
region of the image is highly dependent on the luminance spatialfrequency content of the image. Figure 12 illustrates the relationship between spatial filtering, window size, and regional intensity
variation. [Hess et al. (1999) described a similar relationship between luminance frequency content and disparity modulation
sensitivity.] Each of the five insets represents a monocular image
captured by a correlation window. Dot density in the insets
ranges from 1 to 100 dots/deg 2 from left to right. The width of the
correlation window is w ⫽ 2.5/ 公d, which is large enough to
include on average approximately six samples per window. If ,
the space constant that represents blur, is proportional to w
(which, in turn, is inversely proportional to 公d), then the intensity variation expressed in cycles per window is constant (apart
from random variation attributable to the nature of the jittered
lattice and Poisson noise). Figure 12 illustrates this invariance:
the insets all have the same variation in cycles per window. If dot
density is high and proportional to 1/w 2 (Eq. 5), and the spatial
frequency of the disparity corrugation is proportional to 1/w (Eq.
4), we find that the correlation algorithm yields similar outputs
for all of the images that follow the scale invariance line in the

Figure 12. Effect of low-pass spatial filtering and scale invariance of spatial stereoresolution. The five insets represent a monocular image as seen by a correlation window. Dot density
in the inset images ranges from 1 to 100 dots/deg 2 from left to right. The width of the correlation window is inversely proportional to dot density: w ⫽ 2.5/公d, large enough to include on
average approximately six samples per window. The low-pass spatial filter is represented by an
isotropic Gaussian. The SD  of the Gaussian is proportional to w:  ⫽ w/2.5. The intensity
variation expressed in cycles per window is constant across the insets (apart from random
variation in the stimulus) because of the proportionalities between the dot density d, window
size w, and blur constant . The diagonal line represents the Nyquist limit. Our data suggest
that stereoresolution expressed in cycles per degree would fall along a positive diagonal for
these stimuli, so we placed the insets on a diagonal of the same slope as the Nyquist limit, but
below the limit.

figure. Thus, for each , there is a window size that is just large
enough to yield reasonable disparity estimates (w ⬀  ), and consequently, the highest detectable corrugation frequency is inversely proportional to .
An important question is whether the space constant of the
spatial filter, when applied to the correlation algorithm, predicts
the resolution at which performance leveled off in the main experiment (Fig. 4), in the blur experiment (Fig. 5), and in the
retinal-eccentricity experiment (Fig. 6). Unfortunately, to answer
this quantitative question rigorously, one has to develop an
information-preserving decision rule (an ideal discriminator)
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and then apply it to the output of the algorithm. With such a
decision rule, we could obtain quantitative predictions and compare them with human data. The development of an ideal discriminator is beyond the scope of this paper, but the scaleinvariant property of the algorithm allows us to predict the ratios
of resolutions as  is varied. Specifically,

a1 2
⫽
a2 1

(8)

where a is the resolution, and the subscripts refer to different
conditions. Figure 13 shows the data from Figure 5. The filled
circles, filled triangles, and open squares represent the measured
resolution for the no-blur, low-blur, and high-blur conditions,
respectively. The c values in the figure represent the space constants when all of the filtering elements—the dots themselves, the
optics of the eye, and the diffusion screen—are taken into account. The c values were substituted in Equation 8 to generate
predictions for the ratios of resolutions. We fit the horizontal
lines by eye to the asymptotic resolution values in the high-blur
condition (open squares), and then used the ratio predictions
from Equation 8 to position the lines for the low-blur and noblur conditions. The predictions are reasonably good, which
raises the possibility that the fundamental limit to the asymptotic
resolution is low-pass filtering of the stimulus before it reaches
the site of interocular combination.
If this speculation is correct, spatial filtering occurring before
the site of binocular interaction could determine the highest attainable spatial stereoresolution. In turn, the prebinocular filter
determines the smallest useful receptive field for computing binocular correlation (Nienborg et al., 2004). Still, observers might
use windows larger than the smallest available receptive field. We
cannot tell from our data whether that is the case. To do so would
require a model of how the correlation outputs are used to make
the psychophysical judgment. Finally, we should point out that
blur caused by spatial filtering might have a different quantitative
effect on stereoresolution measured with line stereograms (Tyler,
1973) as opposed to the random-element stereograms considered here.

Discussion
We began by asking why spatial stereoresolution is so low compared with similar tasks in the luminance domain. We examined
the contributions of three stimulus factors: (1) sampling limitations imposed by the discrete nature of the random-element stereogram, (2) the disparity gradient limit, and (3) low-pass spatial
filtering before binocular combination. We found that all three
limit stereoresolution. Our main findings are illustrated in Figures 2, 4, 5, and 6. Across a wide range of dot densities, the highest
discriminable corrugation frequency is close to the Nyquist sampling frequency. This result holds even when the stimulus is spatially blurred or viewed in the retinal periphery. This means that,
at low dot densities, stereoresolution is limited by the number of
samples in the stimulus. At high densities, stereoresolution levels
off, and the asymptotic value depends on disparity gradient, blur,
and retinal eccentricity. The effects of blur and retinal eccentricity
suggest that the asymptotic resolution is primarily determined by
the luminance spatial-frequency content of the stimulus before
the site of binocular combination.
In the remainder of Discussion, we summarize our analysis of
binocular matching by correlation, examine the relationship between our findings and those of previous investigators, and de-

Figure 13. Observed and predicted stereoresolution as a function of blur. The data points are
the same as the ones in Figure 5 (two observers, JMA and MSB). Filled circles represent resolution when no external blur was added to the stimulus. Filled triangles represent resolution
when we added external blur with a space constant of 0.05° by placing a diffusion screen in front
of the display. Open squares represent resolution when we added external blur with a space
constant of 0.10°. The space constants that incorporate all of the components of spatial filtering—the dots themselves, the diffusion screen, and the point spread function of the eye—
were calculated from the sums of the squared space constants of the components. Those constants c were 0.02, 0.05, and 0.10° for the no-blur, low-blur, and high-blur conditions,
respectively. The low- and high-blur c values (the space constants for all of the blur elements)
are similar to the  values for the diffusion screen alone, because the screen caused much
greater blur than the optics of the eye and the spread of the dots themselves on the CRT. The
lowest of the horizontal lines was fit to the asymptote in the high-blur condition. Then we used
Equation 8 to predict the ratios of resolution values from the ratios of space constants. The other
two horizontal lines in each panel represent the predictions.

scribe similarities between our data and the physiological findings of the accompanying paper by Nienborg et al. (2004).
Binocular matching by correlation
We examined several aspects of binocular matching by correlation. Concerning model properties, we examined how the size
and shape of the correlation window affects disparity estimation.
Concerning stimulus properties, we examined how the density
and luminance spatial-frequency content of the dot arrays affect
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performance and how the corrugation frequency and amplitude
of the disparity waveform affect performance. There are, however, only three effects. First, disparity estimation is poor whenever there is insufficient intensity variation within the correlation
window. Insufficient variation occurs when the window is too
small for the presented dot density (w 2 ⬍ 1/d) and for the luminance spatial-frequency content (Fig. 12). In such cases, larger
windows (receptive fields) must be used. Second, disparity estimation is poor when the correlation window is too large in the
direction of the maximum disparity gradient: specifically, when
the window width is greater than a half-cycle of the stimulus (w ⬎
0.5/f ). In such cases, smaller windows (receptive fields) are required. In natural vision, many window (or receptive-field) sizes
are presumably used, each suited to disparity estimation for particular regions in the visual scene. Third, matching by correlation
suffers in image regions where the disparity gradient is high and
the left- and right-eye images become dissimilar (and therefore
less correlated) (Fig. 11). Note that this statement is equally valid
whether the direction of maximum gradient is horizontal,
oblique, or vertical (that is, it generalizes across all of the tilts).
Previous work and our findings
Tyler (1974) used sparse, random-dot stereograms to measure
spatial stereoresolution, whereas Rogers and Graham (1982,
1983) and Bradshaw and Rogers (1999) used Julesz-style,
random-dot stereograms. Tyler (1974) and Bradshaw and Rogers
(1999) found that variations in dot density ⬎43 dots/deg 2 had
very little effect on resolution. In our experiments, resolution
leveled off at similar densities (Fig. 4). Bradshaw and Rogers
(1999) also used displays that contained only 5.7 dots/deg 2, but
they did not present these low-density stimuli at high spatial
frequencies, and therefore, they did not estimate stereoresolution. Hess et al. (1999) observed a clear effect of element density
on stereoresolution, but the elements were Gabor patches, so
their results are not directly comparable with ours.
Harris et al. (1997) attempted to determine the smallest spatial
mechanism used in disparity estimation. They measured the ability to judge whether a central dot was nearer or farther than a
surrounding row of dots as a function of the disparity of the
central dot and separation with respect to the surrounding dots.
They compared human performance with that of a binocularmatching algorithm that, like ours, was based on interocular correlation. Human and model performance were most similar
when the receptive-field diameter of the models was 8 min arc. In
our experiments (Fig. 4), the highest stereoresolution was ⬃4
cycles/°, which, according to Equation 4, requires a window
width of 7.5 min arc or smaller. Thus, despite striking differences
in the psychophysical tasks, we and Harris et al. (1997) conclude
that the smallest useful mechanism in disparity estimation has a
width of ⬃8 min arc.
Spatial stereoresolution and binocular matching in area V1
A key feature of binocular matching by correlation is that the
correlation is highest when the two retinal images, once shifted
horizontally into registration, are very similar. Because of this, the
highest correlations are observed when the disparity gradient is
zero, which can only occur when the stimulus surface is tangent
to the Vieth–Müller circle (Backus et al., 1999). For simplicity, we
will consider only the case in which the surface of interest lies
straight ahead, where the Vieth–Müller tangent is a frontoparallel
plane. Because of the properties of cross-correlation, the
binocular-matching algorithm provides disparity estimates that
are consistent with piecewise frontal patches. The correlation al-

gorithm finds the highest correlations near the peaks and troughs
of the disparity waveform where the disparity gradient approaches zero (for example, see Fig. 9B).
One could construct an algorithm that looked for slanted surface patches (i.e., disparity gradients not equal to zero) by warping the images in the two eyes to account for the expected disparity gradient and direction of the gradient in each region of the
image (Panton, 1978). Such an algorithm, however, would not
exhibit a disparity gradient limit, as Burt and Julesz (1980) observed, and would not produce higher resolution with a reduction in disparity amplitude, as we observed (Fig. 2). It would also
exhibit higher resolution at high dot densities than we observed.
We speculate that the human visual system solves the binocularmatching problem with a procedure like the algorithm described
here, and, as a consequence, disparity estimates are those associated with piecewise frontal surface patches.
In the accompanying paper, Nienborg et al. (2004) come to a
similar conclusion. They measured the sensitivity of disparityselective V1 neurons to sinusoidal disparity waveforms and
found that such neurons are low pass: that is, their sensitivity to
low corrugation frequencies is not significantly lower than their
peak sensitivity. From this, Nienborg et al. concluded (for reasons detailed in their paper) that V1 neurons provide piecewise
frontal estimates of the depth map. Slant- and tilt-selective neurons have been observed in extrastriate cortex (Shikata et al.,
1996; Nguyenkim and DeAngelis, 2003). If V1 neurons are in fact
not selective for slant and tilt, as Nienborg and colleagues propose, how are higher-order neurons with such properties created? This could be accomplished by combining the outputs of
V1 neurons selective for piecewise frontal patches at different
depths. With the right combination, a higher-order neuron selective for a particular magnitude and direction of disparity gradient could be constructed. As Nienborg et al. point out, this
scheme predicts that such higher-order neurons could not have
higher spatial stereoresolution than observed among V1 neurons.
We believe that our psychophysical results manifest this: Although the human visual system is exquisitely sensitive to small
disparities, spatial stereoresolution is relatively poor, because
binocular matching requires correlating the two retinal images.
Nienborg et al. (2004) observed a strong correlation between
the receptive-field size of disparity-selective neurons and the
highest corrugation frequency to which they respond reliably.
This physiological observation is presumably a manifestation of
the relationship we observed computationally between estimating disparity at high corrugation frequencies and the size of the
correlation window (Eq. 4).

Conclusions
Although the visual system can reliably measure very small differences in the two retinal images, spatial stereoresolution is
much lower than corresponding measures in the luminance domain. We examined the factors that limit spatial stereoresolution
by measuring performance as a function of dot density in various
conditions. We found that resolution at low dot densities is limited by the sampling properties of the stimulus. This result holds
even when the stimulus is spatially blurred and when it is presented in the peripheral visual field. We also found that resolution levels off at high dot densities. The asymptotic stereoresolution depends on the luminance spatial-frequency content of the
stimulus, whether it is manipulated by blurring the stimulus or by
presenting it in the peripheral visual field. Finally, we examined
the properties of binocular matching by correlation, a technique
that is closely related to the disparity energy computation de-
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scribed by Nienborg et al. (2004). We found that a correlation
algorithm with adaptive window size behaves much like the human visual system. Correlation is highest when the shifted image
in one eye is identical with the image in the other eye, and this
occurs when the surface creating the images is frontoparallel
(more precisely, when the surface has a disparity gradient of
zero). Thus, the algorithm returns piecewise constant-disparity
estimates of the depth map, which impairs the performance of the
algorithm when the stimulus deviates from a disparity gradient of
zero. Besides the assumption of zero gradient, the spatial stereoresolution of the algorithm is limited by the size of the smallest
correlation window used to measure binocular disparity.
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